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A well made puzzle game. Most puzzles solvable without pixel hunting. Difficulty curve is rreasonable. Things that could have
been better. A greater Finale. If this is a setup to a sequel then I likely wouldn't buy the sequel because the sequel will probably
do the same thing. Things that were bad. That second pump and the xray brightness vs background, I could only see the x-ray
and not the vertical rails. Addition of a brightness and gamma slider is every gamer's wish. Not everyone has the same monitors
as you guys do in the dev office, nor do they have universal monitor settings. Overall.. Well.the graphics and puzzles are
amazingly detailed and I liked that only the useful parts are active (which avoids loops), but the storyline is somewhere between
non-existant and something a kindergarten kid would come up with on a spot. I mean, why would anyone go through all that
trouble to hide .a lever? :) L. Da Vinci was the scientist, and I think you're turning him into Voldemort. Tone it down with
wizardry and perhaps show the conditions in which he managed to excel with his art and craft. I bought it on a sale and I think I
should have waited for the price to go even more down.. Very challenging and nice puzzles with a luring storyline.. Lovely
puzzle game, very much in the style of 'The Room' (infact if i hadn't checked i would have just assumed it was by the same
people). Thoroughly enjoyable puzzle game. I had a blast.. The gameplay is solid. The graphics are quite good, and the puzzles
are engaging and fun. This is one game that I would definitely like to finish. So why am I giving it a bad review? The first issue
is the extremely long loading times. Having to wait 2-3 minutes between every chapter gets boring very quickly. But the main
flaw is that this game freezes. A LOT. And when it freezes, nothing works. Cmd+Q, Cmd+Opt+Esc, etc. - none of them
worked. I had to restart my laptop. Even worse, restarting messed up my save progress. When I press continue on the main
menu, the game goes to the loading screen, then proceeds to freeze again. The game is completely unplayable. This is a shame,
because when I was actually able to play the game, I quite enjoyed it. The whole purpose of a video game is to be able to play it.
With a game as unplayable as this, I cannot recommend it to anybody.. I didn't know that Leonardo Da Vinci was a fan of
towers of hanoi and sliding puzzles. Too many puzzles feel like arbitrary execuses for logic puzzles as opposed to fitting the
setting and theme. I prefer the Room franchise that were more interesting in terms of puzzles.
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